
  

  

Converting to RDA – from what?
  

An Exploration of RDA Training that 
Does Not Assume Knowledge of AACR2
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Like many of you, I've devoted as much time as I can to participating in RDA training opportunities as theycome up. A while ago, I started to notice a particular trend in the average RDA training tools: they tend tomake direct comparisons to AACR2, to help elucidate “what's new.” This makes sense, right?But, while observing student questions in RDA training environments, paying attention to comments thatarise out of informal discussion, and through a general impression of learner experiences, it's been comingto my attention that the average cataloger doesn't know AACR2 as well as, perhaps, the trainers wouldhope.Many factors may contribute to a cataloger's lessened degree of conversance with the theories inherent in and practical application of AACR2: for instance, their previous level of access to formal training incataloging and the concepts of information organization, a long career of expertise in a particular genre orformat that leads to waned skill-sets in describing other materials, relative newness to the profession,repetitive workflows that encourage record creation by rote – and maybe, just maybe, the eruditelanguage used to express our content standards.Quite frankly, a lot of people have been getting by in the cataloging world without really knowing AACR2.And many of us and our colleagues will do just fine in an RDA environment without deeply familiarizingourselves with RDA and FRBR. Why? Because none of it is rocket science. We use the principles that RDAand FRBR are built on in our every day lives.I'm going to briefly run through examples of RDA training that assumes knowledge of AACR2, and thenpresent some other tools that we – the trainers and learners of RDA – could use as foils for comparison,instead.



  

What training did you, your group, or your institution’s testers receive? 
Please check as  many as apply: 15 responses total 

• LC Webcasts or LC PowerPoint sets -- 15
• Self-taught from RDA Toolkit -- 15
• Self-taught from LC documentation -- 15
• Hands-on training by local colleagues -- 1
• Classroom training, more than one day -- 1
• Library or information science school course -- 1
• RDA Webinars from ALA Publishing -- 13
• Distance learning other than LC or ALA webcasts and webinars – 3

Young, Jennifer B. “Results of the CRCC Informal RDA Testing Task Force.”
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First, quickly – let's ask the question: where are folks turning for their RDA training? Jennifer Young andValerie Bross asked participants of the Informal RDA Test conducted by ALA’s Continuing ResourcesCataloging Committee where they sought training. Most are turning to LC documentation, ALA webinars,and the RDA Toolkit. Few are engaging in the kind of informal, one-on-one training that arises out ofsitting down with a colleague or tossing questions at a classroom instructor. If I have any bias with thispresentation, it's to encourage more approachable, conversational learning environments.



  

“This artice prepares catalogers for the new cataloging standard 
Resource Description and Access (RDA) by giving trainers and Library and 
Information Science (LIS) educators the information they need to plan 
training for themselves and their staff or students. … [Discussion 
concludes with] an overview of the structure of RDA as compared to the 
Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd ed. (AACR2).  Examples of rule 
changes and options …”

Hitchens, Alison and Ellen Symons. “Preparing Catalogers for RDA 
Training.” Cataloging & Classification Quarterly, 47: 691-707. 2009
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In-house training material for the Johns Hopkins University, Milton S. 
Eisenhower Library, Technical Services Department, November 12, 2010



  

Schiff, Adam. “Changes from AACR2 to RDA: a comparison of 
examples.” PowerPoint Presentation at 2010 BC Library Association 
Conference, revised May 2011 
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A 2009 article in Cataloging & Classification Quarterly, “Preparing Catalogers for RDA Training” set out“examples of rule changes and options” as a kind of haptic teaching tool.Training materials often offer a crosswalk between “where or what it was in AACR2” and where or what itis in RDA.



  

1.  AACR2:

100 1#  $a Winton, W. M. $q (Will McClain), $d b. 1885.
245 14  $a The geology of Denton County / $c by W.M. Winton.
260 ##  $a Austin, Tex. : $b University of Texas, $c [1925].
300 ##  $a 86, [21] p. : $b ill., 1 folded map ; $c 24 cm.
490 1#  $a University of Texas bulletin ; $v no. 2544 (Nov. 22, 1925)
830 #0  $a University of Texas bulletin ; $v no. 2544.

1.  RDA:

100 1#  $a Winton, W. M. $q (Will McClain), $d 1885- , $e author
245 14  $a The geology of Denton County / $c by W.M. Winton.
260 ##  $a Austin, Texas : $b University of Texas, $c [1925].
300 ##  $a 86 pages, 21 unnumbered pages : $b illustrations, 1 folded map ; $c 24 cm.
336 ##  $a text $2 rdacontent
337 ##  $a unmediated $2 rdamedia
338 ##  $a volume $2 rdacarrier
490 1#  $a University of Texas bulletin ; $v no. 2544 (November 22, 1925)
830 #0  $a University of Texas bulletin ; $v no. 2544.

LC RDA examples: Books, July 3, 2010



  
Screenshot from LibraryThing.com
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So, where else are we encountering the basic principles that underlie RDA advancements?Anyone use LibraryThing? Then you're already familiar with adding relator terms to build relationships between works and persons.



  

Screenshots from Amazon.com and Google Books
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Amazon? and Google Books? Then you're probably familiar with natural language like “pages” and“inches” to describe the physicalities of a book object.



  

Maxwell, Robert. “FRBR as a Foundation for RDA.” ALCTS webinar given 
15 December 2010.
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While teaching the FRBR basis for RDA in an ALCTS webinar, Robert Maxwell explained the entity-relationship model. Rather than talk about database structure, let's think about a tool that a lot of us use in a daily, recreational way: iTunes.



  Screenshots from iTunes.com
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So, I'm browsing iTunes and find a song I like. I want to see what else this artist has available, click on “View More by this Artist,” and I'm connected to biographical information and additional manifestations of his work.



  

Further discussion:
- What databases do you use on a near-daily basis?  Can you think of 
other examples of how RDA guidelines might feel “natural” in our 
contemporary environment?
- How would you explain the content, media, carrier types to a 
friend?  To a colleague?
- What small changes can we make at our home institutions to make 
RDA adaption seem like an easily tackled intellectual hurdle (whether 
or not it's a practical one)?

Contact:
Allison Jai O'Dell

AJODELL@gmail.com
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Providing non-library contexts for the reasons why we're building elaborate models of entity relationshipsand attributes can help people “get it.”
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